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On the initial value problem in non-linear thermoelasticity 

Z. DOMANSKI and A. PISKOREK (WARSZAWA) 

THE initial' value problem for the dynamic equations of non-linear thermoelasticity is solved in 
the Sobolev space. This problem is reduced to the initial value problem for the wave equation 
and to the initial value problem for the non-linear system of the heat equation and the wave 
equation. Then, using the principle of contraction mapping a solution to the problem under 
consideration is found. 

Problem POCZCltkowy dla r6wnan dynamiki nieliniowej termospr~stosci zostal rozwi~ny 
w przestrzeni Sobolewa. Problem zostal sprowadzony do zagadnienia poezlltkowego dla nie
liniowego r6wnania przewodnictwa ciepla i r6wnania falowego. Wykorzystuj~c nast~pnie za
sad~ odwzorowania zw~zaj~cego znaleziono rozwi~nie rozwa.ianego problemu. 

Hat~am.HIUI 3~a1.1a wm ypaaaemm ,z:umaMHKH aeJIHHeiiHo:H TepMoynpyrocru pemeaa a npo
crpaacrae Co6oneaa. 3~aqa CB~e&a K HatiaJILHOH 31matie MJl HeJIHHeH&oro ypaaaeawr 
TCDJIODpoBOAHOCTH H WU1 BOJIHOBOro ypaaaeH;IUI. 3aTeM HCDOJIL3yR DpHHrtHII OTOOpa>KeRHJI 
C>KaTHR aa.H.lleao pemeHHe paccMaTpuaaeMo:H npo6neMhl. 

WE consider Shalov's basic equations of continuum mechanics (see [7], p. 919, Eqs. (30), 
(31)) in the following form: 

(1) V~cat'-f!arxlVa;arx'-(!a~x' = F', I= 1, 2, 3, 

(2) A aT ( apt') c,,1arT-Va;A a~t + f/'+T·-aT etr = (!Q•, 

where at' is the symmetric stress tensor; (!-the mass density, T- the local absolute 
temperature, x1 ~ the function of inotion, which determines the spatial position occupied 
by the material point at time t (Euler's coordinates), V a; = ataxl±Fl1 - covariant 

derivative, ~t - Lagrangian coordinates of the material point, Vt = ata~" ± i't,
covariant derivative with respect to the Lagrangian coordinates, F1 and Qe are the body 
force and the intensity of heat sources respectively, p"' is the part of the stress tensor, 
which is independent of the velocity e"' of the strain tensor e11 (cf., [7], p. 915, for
mula (14)), and q"' = at'-~1, c,,J- the specific heat at constant deformation, A -the 

coefficient of heat conduction. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume (cf., [7], p. 920) that 

x'=~'+u'(~,t), I= 1,2,3, 

where u1 is the displacement vector field of the medium. 
Now, the Eqs. (1), (2) can be written as 

(3) V~cak'-f!alu' = F', I~ 1, 2, 3, 

(4) . a T ,VA . aT (..t' T ap"') . ne 
c,,J t - "A aet + 'I + aT ekl = (!~ . 
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In the case of a homogeneous, isotropic, thermoelastic medium where the familiar 
relation of Duhamel-Neuman (cf., [8], formula (2.25), p. 320) is used in the form 

(5) al' = (A.V1ui- yT)t'' + 2pe"', 

where .A, pare the two Lame constants of the medium, y = (3..i+2p)· a,, a, is the linear 

coefficient of thermal expansion, t'j- the metric tensor and e"' = (gk1V;u1 + guV;u")/2, 
from Eqs. (3), (4) under assumption tf~ = 0 we obtain 

a ( a ) aT ,.. ,.. " ,.. 
(6) A.gk' aE~ g-tt2 aE"' (gtt2u"') -yg"' aE~c +p(g""'V"V,u'+g"'V,V"u"') 

-eafu' = F', I= 1, 2, 3, 

(7) a T -1/2 a ( lf2,.lm aT) T.Jma (" " )/2 Qe c,ii ' - 1\g aE' g ~> aE"' +y.l~; 'v,u,+V,u, = e ' 

where g = det(g~c1) and g"' are covariant components of the metric tensor g"'". 
Now, we assume that the coordinates E' are rectangular and we set E = x. In these 

coordinates the Eqs. (6), (7) have the following form 

(8) pLiu+(..i+p)graddivu-ygradT-eBfu = F, 

(9) 

where "= Ajc,,J, 1J = yjA. 

These last equations were given by W. NowACKI in [5]. From Shalov's concepts of 
continuum mechanics [7] it follows that the natural functional spaces in which one finds 
the solution of initial-boundary value problems is (cf. [7], p. 918., definition 3) the family 
of Sobolev's spaces H 8 (= B2 ,1 in the notation of [3], Chapter 11, where k,(E) is the tem
perate weight function defined by k,(E) = (1 + IEI 2)'12

). 

For the Eqs. (8), (9) we consider the initial value problem in the half-space-time R.t 
(cf. [6], p. 993) with the initial conditions 

(10) u(x, +0) = U
0 (x), (a,u)(x, +0) = u1 (x), T(x, +0) = T0 (x), 

where u0 , u1 are the given vector fields of classes(!) H'(R3, R3) H'- 1 (R3, R3) respective

ly for s > ~ + r, r some positive integer ~ 4, and T is the given scalar function of class 

H•(R3, R1). 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the body forces F and the intensity Qe vanish 

in R,t. 
Under the foregoing assumption we seek the solution u, T of the initial value problem 

for the Eqs. (8), (9) with the conditions (10) in the class(l) C([O, Do], n•). 

( 1) We denote by ns (D, R.) the space of maps from D to R. of class H'. 
(2) We denote by C(/, E) the space of continuous functions defiiled on the interval I c R1 taking 

values in the Banach space E. The elements of C(/, E) are called the continuous curves in E. Here E = H' 
means that E = H'(R3, R3) orE= H'(R3, R1). 
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Using Helmholtz's decomposition u = v- gradQ> we reduce (cf. [6], p. 994, formulae 
(4), (5), (6)) the initial value problem for the Eqs. (8), (9) with the conditions (10) under 
the assumptions F = 0 = Qe to the following initial value problems: 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

L,v = 0, v(x, +0) = v0 (x), (o,v)(x, +0) = v1(x), 

x- 1o,T-L1T = 'YJTL1o,Q>, T(x, +0) = T0(x), 

y 
Lbf/> =- T, Q>(x, +0) = tpo(x); (o,Q>)(x, +0) = fPt(x). 

(! 

Here L1 for j = a, b, the propagation speeds a, b of shear and compressional waves 
respectively, and the initial data tp1 , v" for k = 0, 1 are defined by 

(14) 
Lj = of-PLJ, a= (fl/e)112

, b = (().+2p)/e)112
, 

tp1(x) = -(4n)-1 J lx-yl- 1(divul)(y)dy, v1 = ul-gradtp1 • 

RJ 

R e m a r k 1. The initial data tp1 for k = 0, 1 belong to the classes ns+ 1 (R3 , R1), 

H 11(R3 , R 1) respectively. This follows from the assumptions on u" and some integral 
representation of tp1 for k = 0, 1 (see [6], p. 994, formula (7) and [4], p. 31). The initial 
data v" fork= 0, 1 belong to the classes H 11(R 3 , R3), H 11

-
1 (R3 , R3) respectively. This 

follows immediately from Helmholtz's decomposition and the regularity of u0 , u1 and 

f/Jo, f/J1 · 
The initial value problem (11) is the classical initial value problem for the wave equation 

(cf. [9], pp. 161-163, 168-190) and its solution takes the explicit form 

(15) 

Here G,(x, t) = (4na2t)- 1 H(t) ~(at-lxl) is the fundamental solution for the wave equation 
L,v = 0, H denotes Heaviside's function, ~ is the one-dimensional Dirac delta distribu
tion and * 3 denotes the three-dimensional convolution. 

In order to solve the initial value problem for the Eqs. (12), (13) we may assume b = 1 
without loss of generality, and then we reduce this problem to the following equivalent 
problem 

(16) 

(17) 

o,U = A'o1U+8, U(x, +0) = U0 (x), 

x- 1o,T-L1T-(fJL1U4)T= 0, T(x, +0) =To(/), 

where (16) is the symmetric hyperbolic first order system (see [2], pp. 588-589) with the 
vector functions 

0 
0 

8= 0 

1_r 
(! -
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and the given initial data 

here oi = oxi. 
Let 11 11, denote the H'-norm (cf. p. 674) for function U0 defined on R 3 taking values 

in R4 , let X be the set of continuous curves (see, p. 674, the footnote(l)) Q: [0, 0] -+ 
H"(R3 , R4 ) such that .Q(O) = U0 eH (R3 , ~) and IID(t)- U01ls ~M for 0 ~ t ~ 0. 
Thus, X is a complete metric space and we define S 

0 

(18) 

where the integration is done as a curve in H"-1(R3 , ~)and GL1D .. denotes the fundamental 
solution of the generalized heat equation x- 1o,T:-AT:__(1JA.Q4)T = 0. 

Re mark 2. If a continuous curve V:[O, 0]-+ Lq(RN) for q > N/2 is given, then, 
fundamental solution Gv of the generalized heat equation o,T- AT- VT = 0 has the form 

(i) Gv(x, y, t) = F(x- y, t)ro(x, y, t). 

Here, r is the fundamental solution of the heat equation (cf. [6], p. 995 formula (12) 
for x = I); belongs to LQ)(RN)®LQ)(RN) ®LQ)(O, 0) and satisfies the following integral 
equation: 

I 

(ii) ro(x, y, t)-(F(x- y, t))- 1 J J F(x-z, t-s) V(z, s)F(z- y, s)ro(z, y, s)dzds = 1. 
0 RN 

For this fundamental solution the following estimate holds: 

(iii) 

The proof of this remark is easy and quite the same as for the corresponding statements 
iil Leriuttas 1.1 and 1.2 of [1]. 

Using Young's inequality and the fundamental property (iii) for V1 = LJ!J4 , V2 = 0, 
q = 2 we obtain 

(19) IIGL1D4 *aT)(t)lls ~ CIIA.Q4(t)IIL2 I I Tolls· 

Now, from the linear theory of first order symmetric hyperbolic systems it follows that 
there is such a unique map S:X-+ X, namely for .Q eX the unique solution W of the system 

0 
0 

(20) 0 W(O) = U0 
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is exactly SQ = W and belongs to X if D is sufficiently small. In fact, for Q eX and T0 e 
H 11(R 3 , R1) from the energy estimate (see [2], p. 647-650) of the solution W and the 
inequality (19) we conclude that S maps X into X if D is sufficiently small. 

Let Y be the completion of X with respect to the norm 11 11.,_ 1 • Now, we note that 
by virtue of the energy estimate (see[2], p. 650, formula (12a)) and inequality [iii] the 
map S: X--. X if D is sufficiently small, is a contraction mapping in the H"- 1-topology,_ 
i.e., for Q, De X and sufficiently small 

(21) II(S!J)(t)-(SQ)(t)ll .. -1 ~ pii!J(t)-D(t)lls-t 

withp < 1. 

Thus S extends to concentration mapping on the complete metric space Y, therefore, by 
the contraction mapping principleS has a unique fixed point U in Y, i.e. SU = U, a solu
tion in C([O, D], ns- 1) of the initial value problem for the Eqs. (16), (17) when T = 
= GAu: 3 T0 • By standard technique (differentiation with respect to x = (x1 , x2 , x 3) the 
Eqs. (16)) it can be easily seen that the fixed point U is in fact in C[(O, D], H~. From 
Helmholtz's decomposition, formula (15) and the existence of a fixed point of map S it is 
clear that the vector field u and the scalar function T = Gdlvatu* 3 T0 satisfy the Eqs. (8), (9) 

and the initial conditions (10). Then we deduce the following 
THEOREM 1. Let U

0
, u1 be vector fields of classes H"{R3 , R 3) H"- 1 (R3 , R 3) respective-

ly and let T0 be a scalar function of class H"(R 3 , R 1) fors > ~ +r, r some positive 

integer ~ 4. Assume that F = 0 = Qe. Then there exist D > 0 and unique solution u, 
T of the initial value problem for the Eqs. (8), (9) with condition (10) in C([O, D], H~. 

Re mark 3. From our proof of Theorem I it follows immediately that: 1) the solution 
u, T depends continuously on u0

, u1 T0 in the H 8-topology, 2) if r = oo, then u, Tare 
C00-smooth. 
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